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Abstract: In this study, a traffic simulation system (TSS) to provide novice driver candidates with opportunities for

training and testing has been developed. Autonomous vehicles that follow the flow of traffic in a microsimulation environ-

ment were prepared using a hierarchical concurrent state machine. Autonomous vehicles are skilled and have behavioral

aspects such as tracking the lanes, following the vehicles, complying with traffic rules, decelerating, accelerating, and

intersection crossings. These driver behaviors are parameterized to allow the autonomous agents to act while disregard-

ing the rules (i.e. aggressive behaviors) or behaving normally. The TSS is operated in 3 different modes, namely the

orientation, training, and testing modes. During the orientation phase, the candidate driver’s target is to get used to

the system and the vehicle, along with traffic rules in city conditions. During training, the driver is warned orally (when

necessary) and given written handouts about the mistakes that occurred during the training session. The rules to be

obeyed in traffic are kept in an XML file in the system and the data are used to follow the driver’s behaviors. During the

testing phase, an evaluation mechanism is employed. It observes whether the drivers obey or disregard the rules during

the testing time interval. At the end of the test drive, a report showing the driver’s mistakes is given. The reports and

test results can be recorded in the database with the drivers’ names for further analysis and evaluation processes. Driver

candidates perform the driving using a steering wheel and pedals, along with a screen platform consisting of 3 monitors.

With the TSS user interface, parameterized items such as vehicle selection, the crowdedness of the traffic, the timing

of the traffic lights, and the determination of air conditions are possible. The system provides a cheap, affordable, and

nonrisky platform for the trainees. Test results show that the system improves the drivers’ skills and builds trust in

them.
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1. Introduction

One of the problems of overpopulated, developed cities is the traffic problem. Among the constituents that
form the traffic system, the drivers are the most significant elements. Training activities to increase driving
abilities may contribute to the optimization of traffic security and solve traffic problems. Secure driving skills
for all drivers in traffic are acquired at the end of the training process. One of the elements of secure driving
skills is the ability to learn the traffic rules. When training the drivers, or in similar activities to be carried out
in real conditions thought to be expensive or risky, providing a realistic simulation platform for driver training
∗Correspondence: abdullah.cavusoglu@gmail.com
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may be the answer. Traffic simulation activities involving vehicles, pedestrians, and traffic signs have been a
field of application and research studies since the 1950s [1,2] and many driving simulation platforms to serve

this purpose have been developed [3].

Traffic accidents are one of the traffic problems that result in life and property loss. When the cause
of these accidents is examined, the primary cause has been affiliated with driver behaviors and mistakes [4–6].
In addition, when researchers examined accidents around the world involving the loss of life and injuries, they
found that young drivers were involved more often than middle-aged or older drivers [7]. Similarly, the accident

rate of new driving license owners was higher than that of experienced drivers [8]. Moreover, a great percentage

(80%) of traffic accidents generally takes place in city traffic [9]. Therefore, providing new driving license owners,
in other words novice drivers or young drivers, with secure driving skills in city traffic may contribute towards
decreasing traffic problems. Simulation systems built with this purpose provide drivers with live controlled
conditions and help them to experience and acquire the habits of obeying the rules through real-time traffic
simulations [10].

In a dynamic environment, we may find vehicles, pedestrians, traffic lights, etc. To develop a large-scale
simulation system and to ensure an effective and realistic training environment, the other vehicles (i.e. factors

in the traffic environment) must have a certain level of autonomy within the framework of certain rules and
behaviors. This provides an original and realistic attitude, which in turn helps the system to demonstrate
its quality. In microsimulation applications, for simulating the driver behaviors the cellular automata [11],

hierarchical concurrent state machines [12,13], are used. Vehicle driving activity is an operational matter that
needs to be taken care of with dynamic and complex theoretical aspects. In a traffic environment, balance is
required to have the system in a constantly stable situation. This naturally requires a process of adjustment
and adaptation [14]. For the sake of realism, with a moving vehicle, the acceleration and slowing down of
operations must use a dynamic behavioral model, and the behavior of the power transmission components and
tools, especially the use of gear boxes and the clutch mechanism, must be taken into account and used in the
simulations [15].

In this study, we have developed a system to address this problem. One of the targets of our system is to
provide realistic driving conditions. The Delta3D library [16], developed by the Modeling, Virtual Environments,
and Simulation Institute at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, is employed in our system
for developing our simulation environment. Delta3D uses many well-known, open-coded libraries. In this study,
the following applications are used: for monitoring operations, OpenSceneGraph [17]; for physics, the Open

Dynamics Engine [18]; for character animation, the Character Animation Library [19]; for multichannel and 3D

sound operations, OpenAL [20]; and for devices like the steering wheel and joystick operations, the Portable

Game Library [21].

2. Working architecture

In this study, a platform designed to aid driver candidates in gaining safe driving skills in traffic is presented.
The system may also be used as a gaming platform to educate the pupils about the traffic rules involved in
driving. The platform also helps the users to become acquainted with the behavior of the cars under certain
conditions. The traffic simulation system (TSS) was prepared using Visual C ++ 9.0 and Delta3D 2.4 [16].
When the system is started, the software interface expects the user to enter the necessary parameters. In Figure
1, the TSS entry screen is shown. In the screen, the name of the trainee, the type of the vehicle to be used
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in the training, the method of the training (e.g., testing), the type and number of agents to be involved in the
training session, the driving conditions including day or night driving and seasonal values, and traffic lights
parameters are entered.

Figure 1. The TSS settings interface.

The system is operated in 3 different modes, namely the orientation, training, and testing modes. The
candidate driver can do driving practice in the orientation mode, which is set up with a predetermined time
with a chosen car, and the flow of traffic and other environmental conditions are also determined. When the
TSS is in the training mode, the candidate has no time limit; in other words, the driver may use the system
as long as he or she wishes to do so. When the system is operated in this mode, if an error occurs the user is
warned orally every 5 s. The aim here is to help the driver in real-time about the errors that he or she is making
during the driving session. For example, if the driver turns to the right at a junction with no turning signal,
this is reported to the driver with an oral warning. In the training mode, at the end of the driving session, a
written report is also produced.

Another operating mode of the TSS is testing. In this mode, the target is to evaluate the behavior of
the driver. Different durations and testing options in the system are possible (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min).
In contrast to the training mode, in the testing mode, errors and oral feedback are not reflected immediately.
However, for whatever the driver is doing in terms of mistakes during the session, a relevant error code is
processed and saved in the background. When the test is complete, the driver can see the mistakes that he or
she made during the test period. Each test drive is saved with the driver’s name and the testing time in order
to evaluate the performance and generate feedback information. In all 3 modes, a rule file containing the traffic
rules is employed to evaluate and report behaviors back to the driver [22].

2.1. Setting up the traffic environment

Traffic environments are risky, involving subelements such as vehicles, pedestrians, traffic lights, and road
markers. Giving a realistic simulation environment to the driver during training to prevent them from partaking
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in risky activities in the real environment is always desirable. There are 2 different vehicle types in the TSS,
which constitute the vehicle and the traffic environment for the driver candidates, including proxy tools. The
control of the candidate driver’s vehicle is selected by the candidates during the training mode. The vehicle is
geared; during the motions of slowing down and accelerating, the vehicle’s speed is achieved by changing the
gear. The TSS provides for the slowing down of the vehicle by cutting off the power without using the brakes,
which is defined as “engine brake”. The driver performs the driving using the steering wheel and pedals.

The driver is able to see the environment ahead of the moving vehicle via three 3D synthetic cameras on
top of the vehicle. As can be seen from Figure 2, a realistic view is produced on 3 screens positioned as in the
Figure. For the display, 2 graphics cards (Quadro FX1800, GeForce 9500 GT) and 3 monitors are used.

Figure 2. The display platform of the TSS.

Safe driving skills such as autonomous lane tracking, vehicle tracking of proxy vehicles, and behaviors
such as obeying the traffic rules are evaluated by the TSS [23]. Proxy vehicles moving in traffic autonomously
may be categorized in terms of their behavior: some vehicles may be set as agents obeying the rules, some as
agents disobeying the rules, and some as agents partially obeying the rules.

2.2. The XML rule file

Which rules a vehicle is obeying or disobeying depends on the location at which the driving occurs. The vehicle
is responsible and needs to obey the traffic signs and rules depending on its location. The 3D virtual city used
in the TSS is produced [24] using an OpenFlight [25] 3D model. By analyzing all of the roads in the city,
intersections and traffic rules are evaluated and the vehicles are made to behave accordingly. City highways
are divided into roads, and the roads are divided into segments covering lanes with the starting and ending
position information (i.e. the x, y, and z axes), which are then recorded in an XML file [23]. The city roads
are connected to each other by junctions. The last segment of each road is connected to the initial segment of
a different road at the junction. The location information of a vehicle is kept in a file called ‘intersections.xml’.
While advancing toward a junction, the relevant information (presented in Figure 3) kept in the file is used.

There are rules to be obeyed by the candidate driver while moving in the virtual city, as in real life. The
rules can be classified as visual and nonvisual rules. Visual traffic rules contain previously reported limitations in
the form of alerts, such as traffic signs and traffic lights. Nonvisual traffic rules are the rules that drivers should
know and obey without any warning. For example, drivers should know the maximum speed limit on urban
roads (which is 50 km/h) and should not exceed the limit on such roads. The behaviors of the drivers against
the traffic rules in the TSS are monitored using a rule set including these 2 types of rules. The information for
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visual and nonvisual traffic rules at each segment (i.e. regarding the traffic signs and traffic lights) are processed

into a file (such as trafficrules.xml). Table 1 contains the elements used in the rule file.

Figure 3. Converting the intersection data from the model to XML codes.

Table 1. The trafficrules.xml file, showing the aspects of the components.

Element Root Value Traffic sign/comment Basic description
Segment Rule Traffic rules
sName Segment “Segment100” Segment name

Turn Segment “3” No left turn Value Comment
0 Free
1 No left turn + no U-turn
2 No right turn + no U-turn
3 No left turn
4 No right turn
5 No U-turn

TRL Segment “1” There is a traffic light. Value Comment
0 There is no traffic light.
1 There is a traffic light.

TLNumber TRL “0” Traffic light number is “0” System consists of 8 traffic lights.
TLDirection TRL “1” It is interested in direction “1”

Velocity Segment “1” 30 km/h speed limit Value Comment
0 Free
1 30 km/h speed limit
2 50 km/h speed limit
3 70 km/h speed limit
4 90 km/h speed limit

SPEED
LIMIT

30
5 120 km/h speed limit

Parking Segment “1” No parking Value Comment
0 Free
1 No parking
2 No stopping

2.3. The control of the traffic rules

The TSS controls the status of the driving candidates at their segments. The trafficrules.xml file contains the
data belonging to the whole city. For the control of the driver candidate, traffic rules affecting the relevant
segment are required. A data structure was formed to hold the rules of the related segment. The vehicle that
the trainee uses is evaluated in terms of the values in this data structure at the related segment. The rule data
set is renewed when changing the current segment by motion. The ‘segment shift’ of the vehicle is determined
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with the calculated driving finish point according to the main coordinate axis and moving direction parameters
of the vehicle. The driving target point of a vehicle moving towards the (x+ or y+) axis direction or the (x–

and y–) direction is calculated from the initial point of the related segment. When a vehicle ‘shifts a segment’

or enters a junction point, the LoadSegmentRules() function is executed. This function is a set of rules that
requires monitoring at the current segment and finds the end point of the driven vehicle. Figure 4 shows the
LoadSegmentRules() routine and the pseudocode for the function.

Figure 4. a) The pseudocode and b) the block diagram of the LoadSegmentRules() function.

2.3.1. Nonvisual traffic rules

Nonvisual traffic rules in the TSS are city and intercity speed limits, signaling behaviors at lane changing, or
turning or using the roads properly on 2-way roads. The control of these rules in the TSS is implemented as
follows.

1. Speed limits, either in the city or on intercity roads, are kept in the trafficrules.xml file as shown in Table
1. The speed values corresponding to each segment are found here. The control process is carried out
using the same method as with the visual traffic rules.

2. Driver behaviors, such as signaling and moving along the roads, are controlled by the dedicated functions.

In the case of violations detected while controlling both the visual and nonvisual sets of traffic rules, a specific
error code is generated for each false activity. In addition, this code and its description are saved.
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2.3.2. Turning

With traffic signs forcing the drivers to turn right, turn left, or make a U-turn, a turning control for the vehicle
is performed in the case where the turning value is different from 0. With traffic signs forcing the driver into
right/left turning at junctions, a control procedure to catch the possible mistakes is executed. For this purpose,
the movement direction of the vehicle, the lane, and the orientations of the vehicle are used. The vehicle
direction information consists of ({x, y}, {+, –}) sets. For example, in the case where a vehicle moving in a

(y+) direction turns left at a segment with left turns prohibited, the direction of the vehicle turns to (–1, 0)

from (1, 0) and an error occurs. When the vehicle moves in the other directions, no error occurs, because the
direction values are valid. Table 2 illustrates the representations of the directions.

Table 2. Vehicle directions.

Moving direction X Y
x+ 1 0
x– –1 0
y+ 0 1
y– 0 –1

In the case of U-turns, a different method is used. In this method, the source segment of the car and
the target segment information are compared. When the target segment is reached, and a previously recorded
value of the segment that has just been left is the same as the current segment, then this means that the vehicle
has made a U-turn.

2.3.3. Speed limits

The speed limit control is performed according to the velocity values reported in Table 1 at the TSS speed limit
segments. If the speed limit of the vehicle exceeds the preset value, then the error procedure is executed. The
tolerance value determined by the local authorities is 10% of the allowed limit. Therefore, for example, in the
case of a 50 km/h speed limit segment, if the vehicle exceeds 55 km/h, a speeding error takes place. Regardless
of the direction of a vehicle at the segment, the speed limit value is the same.

if(rules->velocity!=0) 
  find the speed limit for segment (SVS) 
   if(vehicle->speed>svs*1.1) 
          errCode=SVS+”RED LIGHT” 
          Add the Error to  List with errcode 

Figure 5. The pseudocodes of traffic light control.

2.3.4. Traffic lights

One of the traffic rules that drivers have to obey in the system is the traffic lights. Normally, a car may only
be mobile when the green light is on. The other 2 states force the cars to stop or wait. When a vehicle arrives
at a segment with traffic lights, the driver’s behavior is monitored according to the traffic light status. If the
vehicle moves when the red or yellow lights are on, this is recorded as a mistake. In the system, traffic lights
are controlled by a finite state machine, which is responsible for the synchronization of the lights [23]. Traffic
lights are the elements that control the traffic at the junctions. For this reason, the control process is carried
out when the vehicle enters a junction. There are many traffic lights in the system. Which traffic light controls
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which roads depends on the vehicle’s progress direction. For this reason, in the data structure formed for the
traffic lights, the rules and the directions are needed. In Figure 6, the pseudocodes for the yellow and green
lights are presented.

 
if(rules->trafficlight==1) 
  if(rules->tlDirection==true) 
   if(trafficight[rules->tlNumber]==’RED’ 
       if(inIntersection) 
          errCode=”RED LIGHT” 
          Add the Error to  List with errcode 

if(rules->trafficlight==1) 
  if(rules->tlDirection==true) 
   if(trafficight[rules-
>tlNumber]==’AMBER’ 
      if(inIntersection) 
         errCode=”AMBER LIGHT” 

Add the Error to  List with errcode 

Figure 6. The pseudocodes for the traffic lights.

2.3.5. Parking or stopping in the lanes

The stopping behaviors that affect the flow of traffic are also controlled by the TSS. Under normal circumstances
the driver is not expected to stop unexpectedly in the lanes. At the segments where stopping is not allowed,
a speed check is carried out (the speed should be 0 km/h); if this check produces an abnormal result, an error
is immediately produced. If a vehicle stands still for more than 5 min, then an error message is generated. In
Figure 7, the pseudocodes representing these conditions are shown.

 if(rules->parking==1) 
  if(vehicle->velocity>0) 
    start timer(parking) 
    calculate elapsed time 
     if(elapsed time>5 m) 
          errCode=”PARKING” 
          Add the Error to  List with errcode 

if(rules->parking==2) 
  if(vehicle->velocity>0) 
      errCode=”STOPPING” 
     Add the Error to  List with errcode 

Figure 7. The pseudocodes for parking.

2.3.6. Changing lanes

Drivers should signal when changing lanes or at the junctions before turning right or left, to warn other drivers
about the maneuvers. One of the habits that the driver candidates should acquire is signaling. The drivers are
monitored for this as well. If their signaling is not proper, a relevant error message is produced. For the lane
change control of the system, the information of the present lane and of the lane to which the vehicle is moving
is checked.

2.4. Behavior types of virtual vehicles according to traffic rules

It is impossible to say that all drivers obey the traffic rules in their daily lives. The most important cause
of traffic confusion is the behaviors of the drivers, which can be generalized as some drivers obeying the rules
while others do not. To realistically exhibit these types of behaviors, virtual agents representing such drivers
are added to the TSS system. The TSS virtual agents behave either normally or aggressively. The degree of
aggression is also parameterized. A virtual agent with “normal” behaviors is expected to behave according
to the written traffic rules at all times. For example, they follow the speed limits, they keep a safe following
distance, etc. An agent with a certain level of “aggression” is not expected to follow the traffic rules. Some of
the well-known actions (driver patterns) that take place in Turkey’s city traffic are simulated within the system.
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In the TSS, an artificial intelligence module is employed to control the behaviors according to the features
when predetermined characteristics are used at agent formation. The behaviors of the virtual agents in the
simulation environment with respect to the traffic rules are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Behaviors of virtual agents against the traffic rules.

Rule Normal Aggressive Outside of the rules
Speed limit Obey all speed Don’t obey nonvisual Don’t obey speed limits!

limits! speed limits!
If on the move, keep

Amber light Stop! moving. If waiting, start Keep moving!
to move!

Red light Stop! Stop! Keep moving!
Sum of the deceleration Half of the sum of the Half of the sum of the

Safe following distance distance and security deceleration distance deceleration distance
distance and security distance and security distance

Vehicle speed Decrease at intersections
approaching the Decrease! controlled by traffic lights, Keep moving!
junction keep moving at the others!
Visual traffic rules
(no parking, no Obey rules! Obey rules! Don’t obey rules!
left/right/U-turns, etc.)

2.5. Messaging system

In order to teach the traffic rules to the driver candidates during the training, a messaging system is employed. As
was mentioned above, each violation produces a relevant violation/error code. These messages are predetermined
and recorded voice messages used to warn the user. A sample list of the error codes is shown in Table 4.

A written error message is displayed on the screen for a period of 5 s during the training sessions. However,
they are not displayed in the case of test driving, but a test report is produced at the end of the session. In
the case where audio messaging is enabled, the same activities are repeated for this type of messaging. In other
words, if the candidate makes an error, he or she is warned immediately, except in the case of testing. The
voice message is played once in the case of each error. To administer voicemails, the OpenAL [20] application

programming interface (API) was used. The OpenAL is a multichannel, 3D positional audio effect used to run
a sound API that is used in many Windows games. The names of the audio files corresponding to the error
codes are written into a file called errorfiles.dat. In the case of an error, the CreateAudioMessage() function is
called with the relevant parameter.

Table 4. Error codes and voice messages.

Error code Message Error code Message
1 Right turn error 9 50 km/h speed limit error
2 Left turn error 10 70 km/h speed limit error
3 U-turn error 11 90 km/h speed limit error
4 Red light error 12 120 km/h speed limit error
5 Amber light error 13 Left signal error
6 Parking error 14 Right signal error
7 Stopping error 15 Signal error
8 30 km/h speed limit error 16 Wrong way error
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3. Experimental results

The TSS platform was used in the training sessions for a group of 24 people in Ankara in a private driving
school. First, a test drive was carried out with the participation of all of the candidates and the results were
recorded. Next, the candidates were asked to use the system in training mode with different types of vehicles.
Afterwards, the candidates were asked to take the test again and their performances were recorded. The drivers
were given an evaluation sheet about the TSS. The results of the evaluations are represented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The results of the test assessment questionnaires.

As the results suggest, the users gave 4 and 5 points to the TSS for the adequacy of training in simulated
traffic, with a rate of 63%–88% in terms of capability of training and realism. The candidates believe that voice
messages provide more effective learning than written messages. On the issue of realism in the case of driving
maneuvers, their responses correspond to 4–5 points, while 30% gave the score of 1–2. When the candidates
were asked to answer regarding the effectiveness of individual items in the TSS, 100% was given for the traffic
lights and 88% was given for the traffic signs.

The candidates complained about the virtual agents that show the same behavior all of the time while
obeying the written traffic rules, as well as other driving skills like lane tracking in the written comments, and
they stressed that the realism of the system must be improved. According to the test assessments of the drivers,
their capabilities of understanding and obeying the traffic rules have been improved when compared to their
performances before the training sessions.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a simulation platform utilizing both hardware and software components has been developed to
provide a cheap and easily accessible medium for new driver candidates who wish to experiment safely with this
simulated environment. The system may also be regarded as a gaming tool, teaching young people the traffic
rules as well as aiding driver candidates who wish to improve both their driving skills and traffic knowledge.
Several driving skills, such as speeding up, slowing down, lane changing, and traffic light behavior, can be
acquired by using and experimenting with the system. Since the system is cheap and affordable (a standard

PC with a relevant graphics card is enough), it is more attractive than any other system that is commercially

available. In the modeling environment, the behavior of different types of driver agents (e.g., normal, aggressive)
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helps to create a more realistic traffic environment. However, the observation and feedback that we received
from the users show that this is still not enough and more parameters are needed in this respect. The modes in
which the system operates differ in terms of the expectations of the user from the system. The users are provided
with facilities such as 3D orientation, training, and testing modes. Feedback messages are either reported in
text format or as voice messages. The evaluations of the drivers are saved and kept in the system to be used
afterwards. We suggest that this system could be improved and could become more attractive to the novice
user if the animations and the behavioral aspects of the virtual agents are improved.
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Appendix

Questionnaire for candidate drivers for the TSS

Name :

Age :

Number Question
Points

5 4 3 2 1
1 The length of the driving circuit is sufficient.
2 The text feedback messages helped me learn the traffic rules.
3 The voice feedback messages make it easy to learn the traffic rules.
4 Traffic signs are sufficiently visual.
5 The driving maneuvers are closely realistic.
6 The TSS helped me to learn traffic rules easily.
7 The test period was enough for my self-assessment.
8 I have learned the meaning of the turning signs (right, left, etc.).
9 I have learned the meaning of the parking signs.
10 I have learned the meaning of the speed limit signs.
11 I have learned city and intercity speed limits.
12 I have gained the habit of signaling.
13 I have learned the behavior of the driver to reduce speed.
14 I have felt the diversity of driving different types of vehicles.
15 The traffic signs show the curved paths.
16 I have learned the necessity of using the vehicle speed to adjust the

clutch and gears.
17 The error report helped me to correct my mistakes at the end of the test

drive.
18 The lane following behavior of the agents is realistic.
19 The vehicle following behavior of the agents is realistic.
20 The agents obey the traffic signs.
21 The behavior of the agents at intersections is realistic.
22 The agents obey the traffic lights.
23 Different types of drivers have increased the realism of the TSS.
24 The display platform has increased the realism of the TSS.
25 The steering wheel and pedals have increased the realism of the TSS.
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